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We will describe two known strategies for static processor

allocation in an n-cube multiprocessor, namely the buddy system

strategy and the gray code strategy, and then propose a new strategy

that outperforms the first by (n-k+1) and the second by (n-k+1)/2 in

cube recognition. Furthermore, our strategy is suitable for static as

well as dynamic processor allocation and results in less system

fragmentation, more subcubes recognition and higher fault tolerance.

We also introduce an extension to our strategy that will

enhance the performance drastically so that our algorithm, together

with the extension, will outperform the buddy system by a factor of

[k(n-k)+1] and the gray strategy by [k(n-k)+1]/2 in cube recognition.

The implementation details of these algorithms are also described.



The cube-connected cycles network is an attractive alternative

for the n-cube, since it overcomes the degree problem by limiting it

to 3. However, there are large gaps in the size of systems that can be

built. We propose and study cube-connected cycles networks that are

missing some of their cycles, called incomplete cube-connected cycles

networks. These incomplete cube-connected cycles networks can be

used to interconnect systems with any number of processors, thus

overcoming the severe restriction of the complete cube-connected

cycles networks. In incomplete cube-connected networks the

processors are well utilized, routes are shorter and the layout area is

a lot smaller. We develop efficient routing and broadcasting

algorithms and show how to lay this network on a chip.

Broadcasting is a procedure by which a processor can pass a

message to all other processors in the network nonredundantly. It is

extremely important for diagnosis of the network, distribution

agreement and clock synchronization.

We briefly describe the algorithm for broadcasting in the

hypercube developed by Sullivan and Bashkow, then we develop a

simple yet efficient fault tolerant broadcasting algorithm for the

hypercube in the presence of some faulty processors.

We develop an efficient algorithm for broadcasting in the

cube-connected cycles network. Another broadcasting algorithm for

cube-connected cycles networks with faulty cycles is also developed.
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Processor Allocation & Communication in Networks

Chapter 1

Introduction

When designing a large multiprocessor, one of the most

important design decisions involves the topology of the

communication structure among the processors.

One of the most popular topologies is the n-cube [1,2]. The

n-cube has n = 2k processors, numbered 0 to 2k-1. These processors

are connected in such a way that there is a link between any two

processors if and only if they differ in exactly one bit. Its popularity

is due to the fact that a large number of processors can be

interconnected using a small number of communication links, while

at the same time keeping the communication delay between

processors at a minimum.

A task that needs to be run on a hypercube multiprocessor, i.e.

an incoming task, can be specified in graph form and must be
assigned "optimally" to a subcube in the multiprocessor for execution.

Efficient allocation and deallocation of processors in the hypercube is

a key to its performance and utilization. The processor allocation in a
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hypercube multiprocessor consists of two steps:

1.Determining the size of a subcube to accommodate an

incoming task.

2.Finding a subcube of the size determined by 1) within the

hypercube and it to the task.

The first step is treated in [3], and some methods for the
second step, namely the buddy system strategy and the gray code

strategy, are given in [4].

The system that handles the second step is known as the

processor allocator and has the following characteristics:

1. The input will be a request for a free subcube of a certain

size k, Qk, to accommodate the incoming task.

2.The output is a list of processors that form such a free

subcube Qk. It will also have the side effect of updating the

allocation bits.

The diagram in Fig. 1.1 ,below, illustrates the function of the

processor allocator for the hypercube.
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IRequest for
free Subcube

Allocation Bits

Subcube Processors

Fig. 1.1. The Processor Allocator for the Hypercube

When searching for a subcube with 2k processors in a

hypercube with 211 processors, the buddy system strategy will

recognize 2114 subcubes. However, the gray code strategy will

recognize 2114+1 subcubes. Thus, the gray code strategy gives twice

the performance of the buddy system strategy in subcube

recognition. The buddy system strategy is implemented in [5], and

the gray code strategy is implemented on an NCUBE/six by the
University of Michigan Advanced Architecture Lab [4].

In Chapter 2, we will briefly describe the buddy system
strategy and the gray code strategy and then propose a new
strategy that outperforms the first by (n-k+1) and the second by
(n-k+1)/2 in cube recognition. Furthermore, our strategy is suitable
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for static as well as dynamic processor allocation and results in less

system fragmentation, more subcubes recognition and higher fault

tolerance.

We will also develop an extension to our strategy that enhances

the performance drastically so that our algorithm, together with the

extension, will outperform the buddy system strategy by a factor of

[k(n-k)+1] and the gray strategy by [k(n-k)+1]/2 in cube recognition.

We will then introduce a more efficient way to implement these

algorithms than what was originally proposed in [4].

A key consideration in the design of such a system is

compliance with the basic requirements of VLSI technology, such as

ease of layout on a chip, regularity and flexibility. The cube is not

directly usable for VLSI design, since each of the 2k processors in the

system is directly connected to k other processors [6,7]. Hence, other

networks, such as the shuffle-exchange [8] and the cube-connected

cycles [9], have been proposed to substitute for the cube connection.

The cube-connected cycles network is a cube whose 2k vertices

are cycles of k nodes. It is suitable for realization for VLSI since it

satisfies the properties of degree boundedness of nodes (=3).

Furthermore, combining the principles of parallelism and pipelining

the cube-connected cycles can emulate the cube-connected machine

and the shuffle-exchange network with no significant degradation of
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performance but with a more compact structure [8]. However,

because system sizes increase exponentially, there are large gaps in

the sizes of systems that can be built with cube-connected cycles.

In Chapter 3, we propose cube-connected cycles networks that

are missing some of their cycles, called incomplete cube-connected

cycles networks. These incomplete cube-connected cycles networks

can be used to interconnect systems with any number of processors,

thus overcoming the severe restriction of the complete

cube-connected cycles networks. We present some interesting

features and properties of these networks that sometimes enable us

to add a few cycles instead of duplicating the whole network. Then

we develop very simple routing and broadcasting algorithms for

these networks which are nearly as simple as those of the

cube-connected cycle networks. Finally, we show how a very

compact layout for these networks can be achieved on a space that is

far less than is needed for the complete cube-connected cycles

networks.

Broadcasting is a procedure by which a processor can pass a

message to all other processors in the network nonredundantly; this

message can either be information or control. Broadcasting is

extremely important for diagnosis of the network, distribution

agreement and clock synchronization.
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The problem is that it is extremely difficult to broadcast in the

presence of some faulty processors in the system. There are two

different approaches to doing so:

1.Let each node keeps limited information about the faulty

nodes in the system.

2.Send multiple copies of the message through disjoint paths.

The nodes that receive the message identify the original

message from the multiple copies by using some scheme, e.g.

majority voting.

Sullivan and Bashkow [10] developed an algorithm for

broadcasting in the hypercube. This algorithm was developed on the

assumption of having no faulty processors. Ramanathan and Shin [11]

developed another algorithm for the hypercube in the presence of

faults. This algorithm uses the second approach mentioned above.

In Chapter 4, we first briefly describe the broadcasting

algorithm for the hypercube developed by Sullivan and Bashkow [10]

on the assumption of having no faulty processors. Then we develop

a simple, yet efficient algorithm for broadcasting in the hypercube

in the presence of some faulty processors. Our algorithm uses the

first approach, where each processor keeps a small amount of

information about others.
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In Chapter 5, we will develop a broadcasting algorithm for the

cube-connected cycles network. We will also extend the result in

chapter 4 to develop an efficient fault tolerant algorithm for

broadcasting in the cube-connected cycles networks. This algorithm

tolerates the existence of some faulty processors in the network.

From Chapter 2 through 5, each topic is treated independently.

The background and the previous work in the literature related to

each topic is reviewed in its own chapter.

Chapter 6 is the conclusion of this thesis. Some future research

topics generated by this thesis are described.
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Chapter 2

A New Strategy for Processor Allocation in an N-Cube

Multiprocessor

2.1. Introduction

During the the last five years, a movement from the SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) to the general purpose MIMD

(Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) machines has taken place. The

latter, which has been the focus of a number of studies, has been
drawing a great deal of attention [1-13]. One common MIMD

machine is the hypercube [2-13], which is becoming very popular for
its attractive features to be addressed later.

The hypercube is a network of loosely coupled processors
connected in such a way that two processors are linked if and only if

their binary representation differs in exactly one bit position, i.e if

and only if the indices of neighboring processors differ by a power of
2.

A n-dimensional hypercube, denoted as n-cube or Qn, is a

hypercube with 2n processors and is defined recursively as: A
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0-dimensional hypercube, Qo, is a single processor, and an

n-dimensional hypercube is two (n-1)-dimensional hypercubes with

links between corresponding processors in each of them. Figs. 2.1

and 2.2 show Q3 and Q4 hypercubes respectively.

000 001

010 0 1 1

Fig. 2.1. 3-Dimensional Hypercube, Q3

0001 1001
0000 1 000

0100 01 01 1 1 0 1 1100

0110 0 1 1 1 1111 1110

0010 /11 IINA 1010
0011 1011

Fig. 2.2. A 4-Dimensional Hypercube, Q4
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Some of the hypercube characterizations are :

1. Each processor has a local memory and no shared memory is

used.

2. Processors communicate by sending messages directly or

through some intermediate processors.

3. Synchronization occurs by the availability of data and

messages.

Some attractive features of the hypercube are:

1. Regularity and high potential for the parallel execution of

various algorithms.

2. Its architecture allows a high level of concurrency and

efficiency.

3. The number of links among processors is small, allowing us to
have a very large hypercube with a reasonable number of

links. At present, machines with up to 16384 processors are

available [2].
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Processor allocation in a hypercube is a two-step process:

1. Determination of the size of the incoming task in terms of the

number of processors needed in order to accommodate it.

2. Recognition and location of a subcube that can accommodate

the incoming task.

The first step is investigated in [3], and some algorithms for
step 2 are given in [4]. In this chapter more efficient algorithms for

processor allocation are described.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the

necessary notations. In Section 2.3, we will describe two existing

allocation strategies, namely the buddy system and the gray code [4]
for the n-cube multiprocessor; then we will propose a new strategy
that outperforms both of the above. Our strategy is suitable for static

as well as dynamic processor allocation, and it results in less system

fragmentation, higher subcube recognition and higher fault tolerance.

In Section 2.4, we will explain an efficient way to implement our
algorithm.
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2.2. Notations

Below are some operations that we will be using in the

following definitions.

1) A0<\ 43 means for each element ak_i,ak_2,...,a13,a13_1,...,a0 in A,

insert a in the f3th position as akmak_2,...,,a,a13_1,...,a0

Example 2.1:

If A = { 00,01,11,10 } then we have

A1\1 = { 010,011,111,110 }

A1\2 = { 100,101,111,110 }

2) A* means reverse the elements of A.

Example 2.2:

If A = { 00,01,11,10 } then A*. { 10,11,01,00 }
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3) Bn(m) is the binary representation of an integer m with n bits.

Example 2.3:

B4(1) = 0001, B3(1) = 001

4) For a set A , IAI is the number of elements in A and is called the

cardinality of A.

Example 2.4:

The cardinality of a set A = fai,a2,....,a is Al1 = n

Definition 2.1:

The product of any two graphs, [14], G1 = (V1,E1) and G2 =

(V2,E2) , denoted by Gp = 01 X G2, is the graph Gp = (Vp,Ep) , where

V
P = V1 X V2 and any two nodes u = (ul,u2) and v = (vi,v2) are

adjacent if and only if
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( u1 = v1 & u2 is adjacent to v2 in 02 )

or

( u2 = v2 & u1 is adjacent to v1 in G1 )

Definition 2.2:

An N-Cube, Qn, is defined [14] recursively as :

a) Qo is a trivial graph with one node.

b) Qn = K2 x Qn_i n > 0

The address of the subcube Q2 which consists of the processors

{0000, 0011, 0110, 0111 } in a 4-cube is written as OX1X, i.e. X is the

don't care term and can take values 0 or 1.

2.3. Processor Allocation Strategies

In an n-cube multiprocessor, processors must be allocated to

incoming tasks in a way that will maximize processor utilization and
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minimize system fragmentation. In order to achieve this goal, it is

necessary to detect the availability of a subcube of required size and

merge the released small cubes to form larger ones.

First, we will briefly describe the known methods [4], the

buddy strategy and the gray code strategy. Then we will propose a

new strategy and show that it outperforms both of these by a high
factor. Next, an extension to our strategy that will enhance the
performance drastically at little additional cost is introduced. It is

shown that our strategy results in a less fragmented system and
recognizes more subcubes.

2.3.1. The Buddy System Strategy

The buddy strategy can be described using a binary tree. An

example is shown for the 4-cube in Fig. 2.3, where the external nodes

are the processors. The nodes in level i are associated with subcubes

of dimension n-i, and a node is available if all of its offsprings are

available. When an incoming task requests a cube of certain size, say

Qk, the level n-k is searched from left to right for an internal node

which is free. When a free internal node is found, all the descendant

nodes are allocated for this task. In this method, 2n allocation bits

are needed to keep track of which node is available; a processor with

its bit set to 0 (1) is available (not available) .



0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

Fig. 2.3. Processor Allocation using the Buddy Strategy

18

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

This method was studied in [4] and implemented in the

NCUBE/six multiprocessor [5]. The algorithm is given below.

Algorithm 1 (Buddy System Strategy):

Processor Allocation :

Step 1. Set k to the dimension of a subcube required to

accommodate the request.

Step 2. Determine the least integer c<, 0 5_ cx 211-k-1 such that all

the Vith allocation bits, 0<2k 5_ .13 S (cx+1 )2k-1 , are 0's. Set all

these bits to l's.
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Step 3. Allocate processors with addresses Bn(5) to the request,

where tix2k (x+1)2k-1.

Processor Relinquishment:

Reset every pth allocation bit to 0, where Bn(p) is used in the

subcube released.

Example 2.5:

An example of the static processor allocation using the buddy

system strategy in a 4-cube multiprocessor is given in Fig . 2.4.

Incoming Request
Allocated processors

No. Size

11 00 0000

12 Q3 1000,1001,1010,1011

1100,1101,1110,1111

13 02 0100,0101,0110,0111

14 01 0010,0011

15 GO 0001

Fig. 2.4. Processor Allocation using the Buddy Strategy
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This strategy recognizes only 211-1( Qk s within the n-cube

multiprocessor. Compared to other methods, which will be explained

later, the buddy strategy underutilizes processors in the n-cube

multiprocessor.

2.3.2. The Gray Code Strategy

This strategy can also be explained using a binary tree. An
example is shown for 4-cube in Fig. 2.5, where the edges of the tree

are labeled with gray code, which is explained below, and the
processors are the external nodes.

0000 0001 0011 0010 0110 0111 0101 0100 1100 1101 1111 1110 1010 1011 1001 1000

Fig. 2.5. Processor Allocation using the Gray Code Strategy

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4
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Like the buddy strategy, each node in level i is associated with

a cube of dimension n-i and 2n allocation bits are needed to keep

track of the availability of the processors. A node is available if all of

its offsprings are available where a processor with its bit set to 0(1)
indicates the availability (unavailability) of that processor. When an

incoming task requests a cube, say Qk, level n -k +l is searched from

left to right for two adjacent Qk/2 cubes, and these two combined

constitute a Qk, instead of searching for a Qk cube in level n-k, as in

the buddy strategy. Because of this reason, the number of Qk cubes

recognized by the gray code strategy is twice that of the buddy
system strategy. This method was studied in [4].

Before describing the algorithms, some definitions will be stated.

Definition 2.3 :

Let L = [ gi, g2 gn} be a set. The partial rank ri of gi is the

rank of gi in the subset [g1,g2,,gi}

rearranged in ascending order.

when these elements are
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Example 2.6:

Let {gi,g2,g3} = {3,1,2}; then we have

(g1) = (3) -4 r1=1

{gi,g2} = {3,1} -4 r2 = 1

{gi,g2,g3} = {3,1,2} } r3 = 2

Definition 2.4:

A gray code Gn with parameters {gi,g2,...,gn} , where {gi,g2,...,

gn} is any permutation of {1,2,...,n}, is defined recursively as

G1 = {0,1}

Gk = { Gftik_ 1 (G*k_ ) Ark }

where rk is the partial rank of gk.

Example 2.7:

2 < k < n

If {gi,g2,g3} = {2,3,1}; then we have {ri,r2,r3} = {1,2,1}. Thus
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G1 = {0,1)

G2 = {00, 01, 11, 10)

G3 = {000, 010, 110, 100, 101, 111, 011, 001)

If gi = i, then we have Binary Reflected Gray Code (BRGC), the

most frequently used case.

Example 2.8:

If {gi,g2,g3) = {1,2,3); then {r1,r2,r3) = {1,2,3).

G1 = {0,1)

G2 = {00, 01, 11, 10)

G3 = {000, 001, 011, 010, 110, 111, 101, 100)

The Relation between GC and Binary:

To translate the gray code to its corresponding binary

representation and vice versa, the formula below is used [15].
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gi=biObi+i n

gn = bn

Example 2.9:

The gray code that corresponds to the binary number 101 is

Algorithm 2 (Gray Code Strategy):

Processor Allocation :

Step 1. Set k to the dimension of a subcube required to

accommodate the request.

Step 2. Determine the least integer c<, 0 5_ cx 5_ 2r1-1(4-1 -1 , such that all

(3 mod 2n)th allocation bits are 0's, where cx2" <13 <

(cx+2)2" -1 . Set all these bits to l's.

Step3. Allocate nodes with addresses Gdf3 mod 2n) to the request,

where ca" < f3 < (x+2)2" -1.
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Processor Relinquishment:

Reset every pth allocation bit to 0, where Gn(p) is used in the

subcube released.

Example 2.10:

Using the same request sequence from example 2.5, the static

processor allocation using the gray code strategy in a 4-cube

multiprocessor is given in Fig. 2.6.

Incoming Request
Allocated processors

No. Size

1

1
00 0000

12 03 0110,0111,0101,0100
1100,1101,1111,1110

13
02 1010,1011 ,1001,1000

14 01 0011,0010

15 00 0001

Fig. 2.6. Processor Allocation using the Gray Code Strategy
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2n-k+1 Qk within the n -c u be

multiprocessor, and this is an improvement by a factor of two over

the buddy strategy.

2.3.3. A New Strategy

We propose a new strategy that outperforms the buddy

strategy by a factor of (n-k+1), and thus the gray strategy by a factor

of (n-k+1)/2, in recognizing subcubes of size k. This is a significant

improvement because in practical systems it is normal to have many
small incoming jobs and a large number of processors.

The new strategy can be described using the binary tree in Fig.

2.3. The external nodes in this tree correspond to the processors. The

nodes in level i are associated with subcubes of dimension n-i and a

node is available if all of its offsprings are available. Like the gray

code strategy, when an incoming task requests a cube, say Qk, level

n-k+1 is searched from left to right for two Qk/2, and these two

combined constitute the cube Qk; however, unlike the gray code

strategy, our strategy will recognize these two Qk/2 cubes even if

they are not adjacent. When a free internal node is found, all the

descendant nodes are allocated for this task. As in the other
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strategies, 2n allocation bits are needed to keep track of which node

is available. A processor with its bit set to 0(1) is available ( is

unavailable). A more efficient method using 211+1-1 bits, is described

in Section 2.4

The path from the root of the tree to any node is that node's

address. This address corresponds to the subcube which consists of

all the descendant processors (leaf nodes). Note that in Q4 subcube

01, 01X or O1XX denotes the same subcube.

We will list some definitions and then describe the new algorithm.

Definition 2.5:

The oath partner of ak_i,ak_2,, a00.1,a0<,a(x_i,...,a0 for any 0

a < k-1 is defined as:

ak_i ,ak_2,..., aoo. 1,1 ,a0(_1,...,a0 , if ao( = 0

undefined , if as = 1.

we denote the pth partner of Bk(i) as BPk(i).
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Example 2.11:

All the partners for the nodes B3(i), 0 i 7, are shown in Fig.

2.7.

Node 0th partner 1st partner 2nd partner

000 001 010 100
001 undefined 011 101
010 011 undefined 110
011 undefined undefined 111
100 101 110 undefined

101 undefined 111 undefined

110 111 undefined undefined

111 undefined undefined undefined

Fig. 2.7. The Partners for B3(i) for all i.

Lemma 2.1:

The 0th partner of an even number a is a + 1, which can be

represented using the same number of bits.

i.e. B°0<(2i) = Bo<(2i+1) , 0 i 2°<-1-1
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Proof:

Since 2i is an even integer, it has 0 in the least significant bit,

and changing it to 1 will give 2i+1; thus 2i+1 will need no more than

a bits.

Lemma 2.2:

For any two integers, a and .13, such that 0 .13 a -1, out of all

the nodes Bo,<(i), 0 5 i 2°<-1 , there are exactly 2°<-1 nodes that have

a f3th partner.

Proof:

Only those that have a 0 in the fi th bit will have a .13 th partner.

If we fix the .13 th bit to be 0, then the other a - 1 can take any value.

This will give 2°< -1 possible nodes.
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Example 2.12:

Consider the nodes B3(i), 0 i 5_ 7, shown in Fig. 2.7. We can

see that exactly 4 nodes have a 0th partner, 4 nodes have a 1st
partner and 4 nodes have a 2nd partner defined.

Definition 2.6:

For any integer o< , 0 5_ o< 5_ 2114+1-1 , the node Bn_k+i(cx) is

free if and only if all of its descendants are free. For example, for n =

4 and k = 2, the node 000 is free if and only if the processors 0000,

0001 are free.

Algorithm (3) (new strategy):

Processor Allocation :

Step 1. Set k to the dimension of a subcube required to

accommodate the request.
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Step 2. Determine the least integer (x, 0 5_ a < 2n-k+1-1, such that

Bn-k+1(°) is free and has a pth, 0 p n-k, partner

BPn-k+1(0 which is also free. Take p as small as possible.

Step3. Allocate these processors to the request and set their

allocation bits to 1.

Processor Relinquishment:

Reset the allocation bits of all the processors that correspond to

the descendants of the nodes Bn_k+i(cx) and BPn_k+1(0) to 0. ( See

Section 2.4 for details).

Example 2.13:

In Fig. 2.8, we show an example of the allocation strategy for a

4-cube multiprocessor using the same request sequence as in

Examples 2.5 and 2.10.
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Incoming Request
Allocated processors

No. Size

I
1

00

_

0000

12 03 0110,0111,0101,0100
1100,1101,1111,1110

13 02 0011, 0010
1010,1011

14 0001
01 1001

15
Q0

1000

Fig. 2.8. Processor Allocation using our Strategy

From this example we can see that our strategy compacts
things to the left, which results in less system fragmentation; thus

our strategy recognizes more subcubes.

The following lemmas give the number of subcubes recognized

by the new algorithm.

Lemma 23:

Algorithm (3) generates (n-k+1) 211-1( Qk cubes.
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Proof:

In Step (2), Algorithm (3) considers each of the nodes ,

Bn-k+1((x), 0 2n-k+14, with each of its partners and then

combines them to form a Qk.

Summing over the partners, we can conclude that the number

of Qk cubes generated by the algorithm is equal to

n-k
Z (number of nodes which have a .13th partner )
13=0

= (n-k+1) 211-1(

Example 2.14:

Consider requesting a Q2 in a 4-cube multiprocessor. In Step

(2), Algorithm (3), will consider each of the 8 nodes B3(cx), 0 5 a 5 7

with all of its partners.

To ease the counting, we can group them by partners as follows:
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The nodes which have a 0th partner are (000,010,100,110)

The nodes which have a lth partner are (000,001,100,101)

The nodes which have a 2th partner are (000,001,010,011)

A cube will be formed by combining any node with any of its

partners. Thus, the number of cubes = (3)(2)2

Lemma 2.4:

The Qks generated by Algorithm (3) are disjoint among

themselves .

Proof:

The cubes recognized by Algorithm (3) can be listed in

2111c(n-k+1)

matrix as shown in Fig. 2.9.



n-k+1
r--A--1
00...00X 00...0X0 00...X00 OX0...00 X00...00
00...01X 00...0X1 00...X01 OX0...01 X00...01

11 ...1 OX 1 1 ...1 X0 11 ...X10 1X1...10 X11...10
11...11X 11 ...1 X1 11 ...X1 1 1X1 ...1 1 X11 ...1 1

MM.

Fig. 2.9. Recognized Subcubes.
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rt-k
2 X (n-k+1)

We can see from the matrix that each element afj , 0 5 i 5. 211-k-1, and

0 5 j 5_ n-k, is of the form:

aii = (Bn_k(i))x = an-k-1,an-k-2, ...., ai,X,aj_i, ....,a1, a0

Suppose two cubes aii and ast are equal (i.e. aii = ast) where

aij = (Bn-k(i))x\t= an-k-1,an-k-2, ...., at,X,at-1, ....Al, a0

ast = (Bn-k(s))x\I = an-k-1,an-k-2, .---, at,X,at-1, ....,a1, a0

This implies i = s and j = t. Thus all cubes are distinct.

The subcube recognition problem becomes more important
when considering some faulty processors or when allocating

processors dynamically. In these situations also, our strategy does
better than the buddy strategy or the gray code strategy, as

illustrated in the following examples.
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Example 2.15: (fault tolerance)

In a 4-cube multiprocessor, if two nodes, one from

(0000,0001) and the other from (1000,1001), are faulty, then neither

the buddy system allocation strategy nor the gray code strategy will

be able to satisfy the requests (IL= Q3, 12 = Q2 ); however, but our

strategy will satisfy this.

Example 2.16: (Dynamic allocation)

Consider the request [ Ii=Qi, 12 = Q2, 13 = Qi , 14 = Q3 ) . If

and 13 released their processors and others do not, then with the

buddy system strategy or the gray code strategy, a request like 15

= Q2 ) will not be satisfied. But our strategy will combine the two

released Qi s to form a Q2 and allocate it to

15 .
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2.3.4. An Extension to the New Strategy

In Algorithm (3), when a Qk cube is requested, the nodes at

level n -k +l of the tree are searched. Suppose none of the subcubes

corresponding to this level is available. In this case, the algorithm

terminates without allocating a Qk cube. However, it might be

possible to get to the higher levels of the tree and get more Qk cubes.

We first explain the method by taking an example and then describe

the algorithm.

Example 2.17:

In the case of n = 5 and k = 3, Algorithm (3) will recognize the

following 12 subcubes in Fig. 2.10. These subcubes are searched at

level 3 of the tree.

k-1 k-1

[00XXX OX0XX X 00XX
0 1XXX OX 1XX X0 1XX
10XXX 1X0XX X 10XX
1 1XXX 1X 1XX X 1 1XX

Fig. 2.10. Q3 cubes recognized in Q3 using Algorithm 3
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Suppose none of the above subcubes are available. After cyclic

right shifting of the columns 2 and 3 of the subcubes, we get the
following 16 new subcubes, as shown in Fig. 2.11.

[X OXOX X X0OX
X OX 1X X XO IX
X IXOX XX 10X
X 1X 1X X X 11X

[X X OX0 X X X00
X X OX 1 X X X01
XX 1X0 X X X10
XX 1X1 XXX11

After one cyclic right shift After two cyclic right shifts

Fig. 2.11. Q3 cubes in Q5 generated by Algorithm (4)

The subcubes obtained after shifting once and twice correspond

to searching the tree at levels 4 and 5, respectively. Thus, these new

subcubes can be generated systematically.

The formal algorithm is given below. To balance the search

overhead and the recognition ability, we use a parameter S which

will limit the depth of the search up to, and including, level n-k+1+8.

If S k-1, then the search is done at all levels from n-k+2 to n. A

good heuristic approach is to make S large if the cubes are not

released very frequently. Note that when S = 0, it will not search any

cubes in Step 2, and when S = infinite, it will search all the levels.
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Algorithm (4):

Processor Allocation :

Step 1: Use Algorithm (3) to find Qk. If succeeded then done else

goto Step 2.

Step 2:

f This is the extension to Algorithm 3, needed if Step 1 fails }

S = How far we want to go down, infinite to maximize.

For i = 0 to (2n-k+1-2) do

begin

For d = 1 to min (k-1, S ) do f Search level n-k+1+d }

begin

For j = 0 to (n-k) do

begin

If (Bn_k+i (i) has a jth partner) then

begin

current_cube = (The address of the cube formed from

Bn-k+1 (i) and Bin-k+1 (0 )

current_cube = concat ('X'd, current_cube)

if (current_cube is free) then

begin

allocate (current_cube);
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exit;

end

end;

end

end

Lemma 2.5:

Step 2 of Algorithm (4) , with S = infinite, generates (k- l)(n -k)

2114 new Qkcubes.

Proof:

Ignoring the case p=0, Algorithm (3) generates (n-k) 2"
subcubes. These correspond to the last n-k columns of the matrix in

Fig. 2.9. Each of these can be expanded k-1 times. So Step 2 of

Algorithm (4) will generate (k-1)(n-k) 211'k new Qk cubes.
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Lemma 6:

The Qk cubes generated by Step 2 of Algorithm (4) are disjoint
among themselves.

Proof:

Step 2 of Algorithm (4) generates cubes by right cyclic shifting

addresses that are already proved to be disjoint by lemma 4, thus

have distinct (n-k+1) most significant digits. When shifting i times, 1

i 5_ k-1, the (k-l-i) least significant digits will be X's. So each shift

will produce a new set of cubes that are different and disjoint from

all others.

Lemma 2.7:

The Qk cubes generated by Step 1 of Algorithm (4), i.e.

Algorithm (3), are disjoint from those generated by Step 2 of

Algorithm (4).
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Proof:

This is clear since the addresses of those recognized by

Algorithm (3), when expressed with n digit, have at least k-1 X's.

However, those generated by Step 2 of Algorithm (4) have less than

k-1 X's.

From the above lemmas the following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.8 :

Algorithm (4) (both steps) will generate [k(n-k)+1] 211-1(
distinct Qks

Example 2.18:

As a quick comparison, we consider a request for a Q2 subcube

in a Q4 multiprocessor. From the previous discussion, one can easily

see the following:

a) The buddy system strategy will recognize
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00XX 01XX 10XX 11XX

b) The Gray code strategy will recognize

00XX OX1X 01XX X1OX 11XX 1X1X 10XX XOOX

c) Algorithm (3), i.e. Step 1 of Algorithm (4), will recognize

00XX OXOX X0OX OX1X

X01X 01XX X10X X11X

10XX 1XOX 1X1X 11XX

d) Step 2 of Algorithm (4) will recognize

X0X0 XX00

XOX 1 XXO 1

X1X0 XX10

X1X1 XXII

e) Algorithm (4) will recognize both (c) and (d).

A summary is given in Fig. 2.12.
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The Method Number of Q2s recognized

Buddy System (Algorithm 1) 2
n-k

= 4

Gray Strategy (Algorithm 2) 2n -k +1 = 8

Our Strategy

(Algorithm 3) (n-k+1) 2
n-k = 12

(Algorithm 4)
(Step. 2)

n-k
(k-1) (n-k) 2

= 8

(Algorithm 4) [k(n -k) +1 1 2
n-k

= 20

Fig. 2.12. The number of Q2s recognized in a Q4

2.4. Implementation Issues

When implemented using an array of 211 bits, we will have to

check sequentially 211 allocation bits each time a cube is requested.

This array could be extremely large and this will result in an

inefficient implementation, especially if dynamic allocation is used

and/or the rate of releasing the cubes can't be predicted.

An efficient way to keep track of the availability of the
processors and the subcubes is to organize their allocation bits as a

tree in which the external nodes are the allocation bits for the
processors and the internal nodes are the allocation bits for the
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subcubes. The external node is 0 if the corresponding processor is
available and 1 if it is not. Similarly, the internal node is 0 if the
subcube associated with it is available as a whole and 1 if it is not.
We can represent a tree of height n using an array A[1: 2n+1-1] of
2n+1-1 bits. The root node corresponds to location 1. For an internal

node i, the left son is stored at 2i and the right son is at 2i+1.

Furthermore, the internal nodes at level i are at location 2i to 2i+1 -1.

So when a Qk is requested, the nodes at level (n-k+1) of the tree

need to be searched. These nodes correspond to array positions
2n -k +1 to 2114+2-1. For these nodes the pth partner, if it exists, can

be obtained by changing the pth bit from 0 to 1. An example is

shown for Q3 in Fig. 2.13 below.

000

n
001 010 011 100 101 110

II I

111

Level D

Array

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Address
I 0 11--1-11-- 2 --II 3 I level

Fig. 2.13. A tree and its array representation for Q3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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2.4.1. Allocation

To allocate a k-dimensional subcube, Qk :

1. Search the tree at the level n-k+1 for two free Qs that form a

Qk when combined. We use Algorithm (3), given in Section 2.3, to

do the search systematically.

2. Allocate these two Qk/2s to the incoming task.

3. For each external node, v, covered by ( i.e. descendents of) the

subcubes obtained in the previous step, do:

a. Set v to 1.

b. Traverse the fathers link setting the allocation bits to 1, until

either the root or an unavailable cube is reached.

2.4.2. Deallocation

To deallocate a k-dimensional subcube, Qk :
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1. Set the allocation bits associated with the two Qk/2 to 0.

2. For each external node, v, covered by ( i.e. descendents of) the

subcubes obtained in the previous step, do:

a. Set v to O.

b. If its sibling is available, set the fathers allocation bit to 0.

c. Propagate upwards until nodes can't be merged anymore or the

root is reached.

The work in this chapter has been accepted for publication in [16].
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Chapter 3

Incomplete Cube-Connected Cycles Network

3.1. Introduction

When designing a large multiprocessor, one of the most

important design decisions involves the topology of the

communication structure among the processors. A key consideration

in the design of such a system is compliance with the basic

requirements of VLSI technology, such as ease of layout on a chip,
regularity and flexibility [1-2].

One of the most popular topologies is the n-cube [3,4], that has

n = 2k processors, numbered 0 to 2k-1 and connected in such a way

that there is a link between any two if and only if they differ in one

bit. Its popularity is due to the fact that a large number of processors

can be interconnected using a small number of communication links,

while at the same time keeping the communication delay between

processors at a minimum. However, the cube is not directly usable

for VLSI design [1-2], since each of the 2k processors in the system is

directly connected to k other processors. Hence, other networks,
such as the shuffle-exchange [5] and the cube-connected cycles [6],

have been proposed to substitute for the cube connection.
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The cube-connected cycles is a network of identical processors,

each having three interconnection ports, F,B and L (for forward,
backward and lateral). For clarity we assume that the number of
processors n = 2k, arranged in 2k-r rings of size 2r each at the
corners of a (k-r) cube. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 give examples of the CCC

connections.

Each processor has an address that can be expressed as a pair

(I,p) of integers where I refers to the address of the ring to which the

processor belongs and p refers to the address of the processor within

the ring. The interconnection among processors in the

cube-connected cycles is given as follows:

F(I,p) is connected to B(I, (p+1) mod 2r)

B(I,p) is connected to F(I, (p-1) mod 2r)

L(I,p) is connected to L(I + E2P, p)

where E = 1 - 2bit
P '

(I). bit
P(I) means the pth bit of I.
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01 1

001

0 1 1

1 0 1 100

1 1 1 1 1 0
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000

Fig. 3.1. A CCC network with k = 5, r = 2 and h = 2.

101 1 00

1 1 1 1 1 0

Fig. 3.2. A CCC network with k = 5, r = 2 and h =3.

000

010
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As r gets larger, the number of processors in the ring will
increase, thus decreasing the number of rings. As a result, r should

be chosen such that it satisfies the equality (r -1) + 2r -1 < k < r + 2r

. The first equality retains cube performance, and the second assures

that enough processors are on each ring [7].

In general, rings of the cube-connected cycles network may

have any number of processors h, numbered 0 through h-1, where

k-r < h < 2r. In this case the nodes numbered k-r through 2r will

have only two connections (F,B), but no cube link. As a result, it is

common to characterize a cube-connected cycles network by a third

parameter, h. To provide an intuitive appreciation for the structure

and the connection, an example of a cube-connected cycles network

with k = 5, r = 2 for h = 2 and h = 3 are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2,

respectively.

The cube-connected cycles network is suitable for realization

for VLSI since it satisfies the properties of degree boundedness of

nodes ( =3). Furthermore, by combining the principles of parallelism

and pipelining, the cube-connected cycles can emulate the hypercube

and the shuffle-exchange network with no significant degradation of

performance, but with a more compact structure. However, because

system sizes increase exponentially, there are large gaps in the sizes

of systems that can be built with cube-connected cycles. For example,

we can not have a CCC with p processors, where k.2k-1 < p < k.2k for
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all k. To overcome this problem, we propose and study

cube-connected cycles networks that are missing some of their

cycles, called incomplete cube-connected cycles networks. In these

networks, the cycles will have addresses from 0 to s, where s <

2k -r 1. These incomplete cube-connected cycles networks can be
used to interconnect systems with any number of processors thus

overcoming the severe restriction of the complete cube-connected

cycles networks. We also develop efficient algorithms for routing and

broadcasting that are as simple as those for the complete

cube-connected cycles presented in [8].

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we

introduce some notations that are used in the next sections. In

Section 2.3, we develop a very simple yet efficient routing algorithm

for the incomplete cube-connected cycles. In Section 3.4, we develop

an efficient broadcasting algorithm for these networks. In Section

3.5, we show how a very compact layout for these networks can be

achieved on a space that is far less than what is needed for the
complete cube-connected cycles networks.

3.2. Notations

Each cycle in the incomplete cube-connected cycles networks
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keeps track of the missing neighboring cycles by a string of bits
called "mask". That is, if the current ring mask[i] = 1, then this

means that there is a missing lateral link from processor i in this

ring. Thus the cycle whose address differs from the current cycles

address in bit i is missing. Also, in our algorithms Send_on_F,

Send_on_B, and Send_on_L means send on the forward link,

backward link and lateral link, respectively. We sometimes refer to

the lateral link as the cube link.

3.3. Routing

Routing and Broadcasting are the only means of inter-processor

communication in the cube-connected cycles network. The first is

needed to send a message from any processor to another [9], and the

latter is used to send a message from a particular processor to the

rest in the network nonredundantly. The message could be data or

control. Sullivan and Bashkow have devised algorithms for routing

and broadcasting in a hypercube [10], and such algorithms for the

cube-connected cycles are developed in [8]. Katseff, proposed and

studied incomplete hypercubes in [11].

In this section we introduce an efficient routing algorithm for

the incomplete cube-connected cycles network which is a modified
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version of that for the complete cube-connected cycles devised in [8].

We give an example first and then state the algorithm.

Example 3.1:

Consider a CCC with k = 5, r = 2, h = 3 and with cycle 111

missing. Suppose processor (101,01) would like to send a message to

processor (011,00). The message would normally take the following

path:

(101,01) q., (111,01) *F (111,10) >1., (011,10) >F, (011,00)

But because cycle 111 is missing, it will take the following path

instead:

(101,01) >F, (101,10) -->L (001,10) >B (001,01) --q, (011,01) --3

(011,00)

where >F , B , or 4., means the message is sent via forward,

backward, or lateral link, respectively.
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The Algorithm:

Suppose a processor with address (a,b) needs to send a

message to another processor with address (a',b'). The idea is to

compute flag = a 9 a' each time and use it to figure out the path. The

source processor will send it out using the steps shown in Fig. 3.3.

[ Assume the addresses: src = (a , b) and dest = (a', b') )

flag = a ED a'

If (flag[b] = 1) and (mask[b] = 0)

then Send_On_L(dest, message)

else begin

If (flag = 0)

then i = b'

else Let i be the least integer such that I ( (b-i) mod 2r) I is

minimized and ( flag[i] = 1) and (mask[i] = 0)

If( (I b il. 1h/21 ) E (b<i))

then Send_On_B(dest, message)

else Send_On_F(dest, message)

end

Fig. 3.3. The steps for the source processor
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When a processor receives a message it will either send it to

the local processor if its destination matches the current address, or

forward it to the next in the path. Note that flag = a ED a' is also used

here to find the path. The steps followed by each processor to handle

its incoming messages are shown in Fig. 3.4.

{ Assume the addresses: src = (a , b) and dest = (a', b') }

flag = a ED a'

If ((flag=0) and (b=b'))

then Send to Local Processor

else If (flag[b] = 1) and (mask[b] = 0)

then Send_On_L(dest, message)

else If (received via a cube link)

then begin

If (flag=0)

then i = b'

else Let i be the least integer such that

I ( (b-i) mod 2r) I is minimized and

( flag[i] = 1) and (mask[i] = 0)

If((lb-il 1h/21)s(b<i))

then Send_On_B(dest, message)

else Send_On_F(dest, message)

end
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else If (received via a forward link)

then Send_On_B(dest, message)

else Send_On_F(dest, message)

Fig. 3.4. The steps for other processors

3.4. Broadcasting

In this section we describe an efficient broadcasting algorithm

for the incomplete cube-connected cycles network. This algorithm is

a modified version of the one described for the complete

cube-connected cycles in [8]. We start with an example and then

state the algorithm.

Example 3.2:

Consider a cube-connected cycles network, with k = 5, r = 2 and

h = 2. Assume that cycle 111 is missing and processor (011,01) wants

to broadcast to all other processors. The flow of the message and

control information is shown in Fig. 3.5. These will be clear in the

next algorithm.
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hissing ring.

Ring link
Cube link

B -routing link

{a is ring counter
b is flag

c is cube address
r is ring address

missing ring

Fig. 3.5. Broadcasting in an incomplete CCC, k=5, r=2 and h=3

The Algorithm:

Let us assume that a processor with address (a,b) wants to
broadcast a message to all other processors in the network. The

source processor will check if it has a cube link, i.e. if (b k-r-1) is

true and mask[b]=0; if it does, it will send the message to the other

dimension via that link with flag of ((21.+1-1) mod 2b) ED mask) .

Then it will send the message, with a ring counter of 1 and with a

flag of 2r+1-1, to both neighbors in the ring via the forward and

backward ports. These steps are shown in Fig. 3.6.
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{ Assume this processor's address is [a,b] }

If (b 5_ k-r-1) and (mask [b] = 0)

then Send_On_L( (((21.+1-1) mod 2b) 9 mask), message)

Send_On_B(10+1-1), message)

Send_On_F(1,(2r+1-1), message)

Fig. 3.6. The steps used by the source processor.

Whenever a processor, say with address (a,b), receives a

message, it will send it to the local processor and then will forward it

to the others using the steps shown in Fig. 3.7.

A message received via the cube link (lateral) is of the form
(flag, message) and will be sent to both neighbors on the ring, via the

forward and backward ports, as (1, flag, message).

A message received via the forward or backward link is of the

form (ring_counter, flag, message). If received via the forward link

and the ring counter is less than I h /21 -1, it will be sent via the
backward link as (ring_counter + 1, flag, message). However, if

received via the backward link and the ring counter is less than

1.11/2J , it will be sent via the forwaard link as (ring_counter + 1,

flag, message). In either case, if flag[b]=1 and mask[b]=0 then this

message will also be sent on the cube link with a new flag of

((flag mod 2b) 9 mask) .
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{ Assume this processor's address is [a,b] }

Extract a message and process locally.

If (message received via cube link)

then begin

Send_On_B(1, flag, message)

Send_On_F(l, flag, message)

end

else begin

If (message is received via the forward link)

then begin

If (ring_counter < 111/21 - 1) then

Send_On_B(ring_counter + 1, flag, message)

end

else begin { received via backward }

If (ring_counter < 1.11/2) ) then

Send_On_F(ring_counter + 1, flag, message)

end

If (flag [b] = 1) and (mask[b] = 0)

then Send_On_L ( ((flag mod 2b) ED mask), message)

end

Fig. 3.7. The steps used by other processors
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We are using two kinds of format for the messages: messages

that travel over the cube link as (flag, message) and those that

travel over the ring link as (ring_counter, flag, message). The

algorithm consists of two parts: one carried by the source processor

and the other carried by the receiver processor.

In our algorithm, ring messages are always sent and received via

the forward and backward ports. Each message will take 0(2r-1) to

travel on the ring and will travel O(k -r) cube links, thus the running

time of this algorithm is 0(2r-1) + 0(k-r). But if r is chosen to be the

smallest integer such that the equality k r + 2r is satisfied, then the

cube performance will be retained and the algorithm running time will

be 0(k-r), which is O(log(n)).

3.5. Layout

The layout for a cube-connected cycles network with n = k.2k

nodes (2k rings each with k nodes) can be constructed recursively

by using two layouts for smaller cube-connected cycles with m =

(k-1).2k-1 nodes each as follows:

1. Set these smaller cube-connected cycles beside each other; these

two have (k-1).2k links.

2. Extend the cycles so each will have one more node.
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3. Connect these new nodes using horizontal tracks such that each

link will take one track, and connect two nodes with the same

local addresses within the cycles.

A layout for a cube-connected cycles network with n = 4.24

nodes is shown in Fig. 3.8. It is clear from the figure how it is

recursively constructed from layouts for smaller networks. For

example, it is composed of two cube-connected cycles with n = 3.23

nodes each, and each of these is in turn constructed out of two

cube-connected cycles with n = 2.22 each and so on.

Rings 0 10 11 12 13 14 15

0
0
0

0 0
0

0

0
0

0
Ij

0
0 0

0
0

2k

0 0

2k

Fig. 3.8. A Standard layout for a CCC with n=4.24 processors

2k-1

2k-1
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The area is

(2k +1) (2k+ 1) = ((n/k) + 1) (2n/k) = (2n2/k2) + (2n/k)

= O(n2 /k2) = O(n2 /log2(n))

This can be recursively stated as

A(0) = 4

A(k) = 2.A(k-1) + 22k k > 2

This layout is optimal within a constant factor [2,6].

Each necklace corresponds to a cycle; so the vertical

connections are ring links, and the horizontal connections are cube

links. It is interesting to note that the same optimal layout can be

used for incomplete cube-connected cycles networks after dropping

the necklaces that correspond to the missing rings. We found that

using an incomplete cube-connected cycles network with i missing

cycles instead of a complete one will result in a layout area that is
[ (2k+ 1 i)(2i-1) + 3i ] smaller.
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Example 3.3:

If we need to use 36 processors, then we have two choices:

1. Use a complete cube-connected cycles network with n = 4.24 = 64

processors. In this case :

We will waste 28 processors.

- The network will have longer routes for the messages.

- The complexity increases rapidly as the network gets larger.

The area needed is A(4) = 544 .

As shown in Fig. 3.8.

2. Use an incomplete cube-connected cycles network, as shown in Fig.

3.8, but without the rings 9 to 15 and any link that is incident to

their processors. In this case:

All the processors are utilized.

- The network will have shorter routes for the message.
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The network is far easier and less complex.

Here k =5 and i = 7, so the area needed is

A(4) [ (25-7)(13) + 21 ] = 544 -346 = 198.

This network is shown in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9. A layout for incomplete CCC with n = 36 processors

The larger the network, the more significant these factors are.

The results in this chapter are basically those in [12].
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Chapter 4

Efficient Fault Tolerant Broadcasting Algorithm for the
Hypercube

4.1. Introduction

Recently, the prospect of interconnecting together many small

computers has become more attractive and feasible. Small computers

are decreasing in cost and will very likely continue to do so. On the

other hand, very large machines remain costly. It may be cost
effective to interconnect many small computers to form a large,

powerful system [1].

One of the most popular interconnection topologies is the

hypercube [2,3]. The hypercube is a network of loosely coupled

processors connected in such a way that two processors are linked if

and only if their binary representation differs in exactly one bit

position, i.e. if and only if the indices of neighboring processors differ

by a power of 2. It is a network with powerful interconnection

features introduced under different names (Cosmic cube [2], Boolean

n-cube, n-cube [3], etc.).

Informally, an n-dimensional hypercube, Qn, is the composition

of two (n-1)-dimensional hypercubes with links between
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corresponding processors in each of them. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 show a Q3,

and a Q4, hypercubes respectively.

000 001
111,,

,,
A/

100 101

110 111

s/
s.

Is
010 011

Fig. 4.1. 3-Dimensional Hypercube, Q3

0001 1001
0000 1000

0100 0101 1101 1100

0110 0111 1111 1110

0010/I 1\1010
0011 1011

Fig. 4.2. 4-Dimensional Hypercube, Q4
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The hypercube is known to have the following characteristics :

1. Each processor has a local memory and no shared memory is used.

2. Processors communicate by sending messages directly or through

some intermediate processors.

3. Synchronization occurs by the availability of data and messages.

The hypercube gains its popularity due to the fact that a large

number of processors can be interconnected using a small number of

communication links while at the same time keeping the

communication delay between processors at a minimum.

Furthermore, it has some other attractive features, such as:

1. Regularity and high potential for the parallel execution of various

algorithms.

2. Its architecture allows high level of concurrency and efficiency.

3. The number of links among processors is small, allowing us to have

a very large hypercube with a reasonable number of links. At

present, machines with up to 16384 processors are available [4].
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4. The hypercube can be decomposed completely into subhypercubes

(hypercubes of smaller dimension).

5. Most other networks can be directly mapped into a hypercube.

Broadcasting is a procedure by which a processor can pass a

message to all other processors in the network nonredundantly; this

message can either be information or control. Broadcasting is

extremely important for diagnosis of the network, distribution

agreement and clock synchronization.

The problem is that it is extremely difficult to broadcast in the

presence of faulty processors in the system. There are two different

approaches:

1. Let each node keeps limited information about the faulty nodes in

the system.

2. Send multiple copies of the message through disjoint paths. The

nodes that receive the message identify the original message from

the multiple copies by using some scheme, e.g. majority voting.

Sullivan and Bashkow [5] developed an algorithm for

broadcasting in the hypercube. This algorithm was developed on the

assumption of having no faulty processors. Ramanathan and Shin [6]
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developed another algorithm for the hypercube in the presence of

faults which uses the second approach mentioned above.

In this chapter, we first briefly describe the broadcasting

algorithm for the hypercube by Sullivan and Bashkow [5]. This

algorithm was developed on the assumption of having no faulty

processors. Then we develop a simple yet efficient algorithm for

broadcasting in the hypercube in the presence of faulty processors.

Our algorithm uses the first approach, where each processor keeps a

small amount of information about others.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2,

we introduce some notations that we will need throughout the

chapter. Since our algorithm is based on the Sullivan and Bashkow

algorithm [5], their algorithm is briefly described in Section 4.3. The

main results broadcasting in the hypercube in the presence of some

faulty processors is given in Section 4.4.

4.2. Notations

We start with some definitions and introduce the notations that

are needed throughout the chapter.
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Definition 4.1:

A n-dimensional hypercube , denoted as n-cube or Qn, is

defined recursively as follows:

1) Qo is a trivial graph with one node, and

b) Qn = K2 x Qn_i

where K2 is a complete graph with two nodes, and x is the product

operation on two graphs [7].

Definition 4.2:

The ith neighbor of the processor x is the processor y, where x

and y differ only in the ith bit.

Example 4.1:

In a hypercube with eight nodes, i.e. Q3, the 0th, 1st and 2nd

neighbors of node 000, are nodes 001, 010 and 100 respectively.
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Definition 4.3:

The ith link of a given processor with address x is the link

connecting x to its ith neighbor.

Example 4.2:

For the processor 000, in a hypercube with eight processors,

the 0th, 1st and 2nd link are those connected to processor 001, 010

and 100 respectively.

Definition 4.4:

The broadcasting tree is defined to be the tree rooted at the
source node and whose edges are the arcs used to broadcast the

message. Every branch of this tree is also a smaller broadcasting tree.

We refer to the processors of a multiprocessor as nodes and the

communication links connecting these processors as links. The

processors communicate by sending messages over the links, and this

could be direct or indirect, i.e. through some intermediate processors.

In our algorithm, we use two types of weights to control the flow of

the message in the system:
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Singular, consisting of a single value like 1, 2 or 3.

Paired, consisting of a pair of two values, like (1,2) or (0,1).

The first element is the actual weight used to control the

flow, similar to Sullivan-Bashkow algorithm; the second

element is used for re-routing the message to the otherwise

unreached processors.

We define the procedure Send (message,i,j) to mean send the

message with the weight i to your jth neighbor.

Example 4.3:

Consider a hypercube of 3-dimensions with eight nodes. The

processor 000 can send a message to its 2nd neighbor, i.e. processor

100, via the 2nd link with weight 1 by executing:

Send (message,1,2)

In all the figures in this chapter the labels on the links

represent the weights which are sent on these links. In an

n-dimensional hypercube, Qn, we define n to mean the dimension

and N = 2n to mean the number of nodes. Also, for the broadcasting
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tree T we define N(T) to be the number of nodes in such a tree.

4.3. Broadcasting in the Hypercube

Sullivan and Bashkow have devised an algorithm for

broadcasting in the hypercube [5]. This algorithm sends the message

to all other nodes nonredundantly, meaning that the broadcasted

message is sent to each processor exactly once. The algorithm takes

log2(N) steps to broadcast the message. It works by sending a weight

along with each message; this weight is used to decide how the
algorithm should continue broadcasting the message from the

receiving node. The algorithm starts at the source node using the
steps in Fig. 4.3.

Generate the message

FOR i = 0 TO ( log2(N) -1) DO

Send (message, i, i)

Fig. 4.3. The steps for the source processor in the hypercube

Afterwards, each processor needs to follow the steps that are shown
in Fig. 4.4.
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Extract the message and process locally

FOR j = 0 TO (weight -1) DO

Send (message, j, j)

Fig. 4.4. The steps for other processors in the hypercube

The route that the broadcasted message will take can be shown

using a tree where the nodes and arcs of the tree correspond to the

nodes and links of the hypercube respectively. Furthermore, the

root of the tree represents the source, i.e. the originator of the

broadcasted message.

The following examples, 4.4 and 4.5, illustrate how this

algorithm for broadcasting in a hypercube with no faulty processors

works.

Example 4.4:

Consider broadcasting in a 3-dimensional hypercube, Q3. Fig.

4.5 shows how a message would be broadcasted from node 011 to all

other processors in the network. It is interesting to note that all the

nodes in the rightmost, middle and leftmost subtrees have addresses

that differ in bit 0, bit 1 and bit 2, respectively, from the originator's.
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0 Node

Link

Fig. 4.5. Broadcasting in a Q3 from node 011.
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Fig. 4.6 shows the broadcasting of a message from node 101 to

all other processors in the hypercube with eight nodes. Note that the

numbers on the links represents the weights sent on these links.
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0 Node

...._ Link

Fig. 4.6. Broadcasting in a Q3 from node 101.

We next prove some lemmas that are needed to prove that the

algorithm sends the message to each node in the system

nonredundantly is thus correct.

Lemma 4.1:

The broadcasting tree for a Qn hypercube contains 2n nodes.
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Proof:

Consider the broadcasting tree for a hypercube with 2n nodes,

i.e. Qn. The source node will connect to n other processors. Let us call

the subtree whose root is the ith neighbor of the source Ti. It is clear

that:

- All the nodes in To differ only in bit 0 from the source, so

N(T0) = 1.

- All the nodes in Ti differ in bit i and may be any bit j < i. So

N(Ti) = 1X21.

The number of nodes in the broadcasting tree

n-1

= 1 + E N(Ti)
i=0

n-1

= 1 + E 2i = 21.1

i=0

So the number of nodes in the broadcasting tree is equal to 2n nodes.



Lemma 4.2:

The nodes in the broadcasting tree are distinct.

Proof:

84

Using lemma 4.1 we know that the size of the broadcasting tree

is always a power of 2. We can prove that these nodes are distinct by

using mathematical induction on the number of nodes in the

broadcasting tree.

1) Basis: It is easy to see that the lemma holds for n = 0, 1 or

2.

2) Inductive step: Assume that the nodes in any broadcasting

tree with k nodes or less are distinct.

3) In a broadcasting tree with 2k nodes it is easy to see that

the nodes in each subtree Ti differ in the ith bit from the

source. So these subtrees are disjoint. Since each of these

subtrees is with k nodes or less and they are disjoint, all the

nodes in the broadcasting tree are disjoint.
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Theorem 4.3:

The algorithm sends the message to all nodes in the system

nonredundantly.

Proof:

The fact that the algorithm sends the message to all nodes in

the hypercube nonredundantly can easily be deduced from the

following facts:

a) In the broadcasting tree, each node receives the message

from exactly one node, its father.

b) The maximum number of nodes the Qn hypercube can have

is 2n nodes.

c) The broadcasting tree for a Qn hypercube has 2n nodes,

from lemma 4.1.

d) All of the nodes in the broadcasting tree are distinct, from

lemma 4.2.
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4.4. Broadcasting in the Hypercube with Some Faulty

Processors

In this section we introduce a new broadcasting algorithm that

tolerates the existence of some faulty processors. The algorithm

works by sending a weight with the message, just like that in the

previous section. When it finds a

faulty processor, it sends the message to all of the faulty processor

descendents through other lower neighbors.

We give two examples 4.3 and 4.4 and then explain how the

algorithm works. Finally, we give the formal algorithm.

Example 4.6:

Fig. 4.7. shows how a message would be broadcasted from node

011 in a 3-dimensional hypercube, Q3, where node 111 is faulty.
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0 Faulty Processor

Re-routing

Old route

Fig. 4.7. Broadcasting in the presence of a single faulty processor.

Because the node 111 is faulty, all of its descendent nodes, 110,

101 and 100, will not receive the message. Since node 111 is the 2nd

neighbor of node 011, the node 011 will re-route the message to

these unreached nodes by sending a paired weight to its 0th and 1st

neighbors, i.e. nodes 010 and 001, respectively.

When any node receives a paired weight (i,j), it interprets it as:

1. Take i as the weight and do what you would usually do.

2. Send the message with a singular weight of i to your jth

neighbor, i.e. execute Send (message,i,j).
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Example 4.7:

Fig. 4.8 shows how a message would be broadcasted from node

101 in a 3-dimensional hypercube, Q3, where nodes 111 and 011 are

faulty.

0 Faulty Processor

Re-routing

Old route

Fig. 4.8. Broadcasting in the presence of a single faulty processor.

The main idea is that for any node the descendants of its ith

neighbor are all nodes that differ from the node in the ith bit, and

possibly any jth bit where j < i. So we can send the message to all

lower ranked neighbors with a paired message and then to their ith

neighbors with the appropriate singular weight.
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The broadcasting tree is normally higher towards high ranked

neighbors, since the ith neighbor has more descendants than the jth

neighbor for all i > j. The algorithm will send the message through all

neighbors with lower rank than the faulty processor. This is very

important because we need the height of the tree to be as small as

possible, as this will increase the efficiency of the algorithm and

affect the number of links the message needs to travel through. We

give the formal algorithm next.

The Algorithm:

4.9.

The algorithm starts at the source node using the steps in Fig.

Generate the message

FOR j = 0 TO (log2(N) -1) DO

IF for some i > j the ith neighbor is faulty

THEN Send (message, j, (j,i)).

ELSE Send (message, j, j).

Fig. 4.9. The steps used by the source processor.
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Then each processor needs to follow the steps that are shown
in Fig. 4.10.

Extract the message and process locally

IF the node weight is paired

THEN BEGIN

Let the paired weight be (a,b)

Send (message, b, a).

Set weight to a.

END

FOR j = 0 TO (weight -1) DO

IF for some i > j the ith neighbor is faulty

THEN Send (message, j, 0,0)

ELSE Send (message, j, j).

Fig. 4.10. The steps used by each processor.

The algorithm works if there is only one single faulty processor

or if the fault degree of each node is at least n-1. In other words,

each non-faulty processor is connected to at most one faulty

processor in the network.

We introduce a basic lemma then prove that the algorithm does

what it is intended to do.
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Lemma 4.4:

In the broadcasting tree, any faulty node with weight w will

disconnect 2w -1 nonfaulty nodes.

Proof:

The tree that is formed by the faulty node and all of its

descendents is equivalent to a broadcasting tree for a Qw hypercube;

thus it should have 2"' nodes according to lemma 4.1. One of these

nodes is the faulty node, so the number of isolated nodes will be

2w -1 nodes.

Theorem 4.5:

Our broadcasting algorithm tolerates the existence of some

faulty nodes and broadcasts the message to all of the nonfaulty

nodes in the system nonredundantly.
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Proof:

Consider broadcasting in a hypercube with 211 nodes. Fig.

4.11 shows a general fragment of the broadcasting tree with a faulty

node.

(0,w)

= Faulty node

( ) Nonfaulty node

Route

Reroute

Tw_i atc7.:Ttaw-1 -a I a0 )//-2 \
(an-I -Twaw-I -Tit)

0

(an-i-1..a-i ...11 To )

Fig. 4.11. A fragment of the broadcasting tree with faulty node

When the node an _1 ..aw aw _1 .. al a() finds that its wth neighbor

is faulty, it causes the smaller broadcasting trees To ,....,Tw_i to be

generated and attached to the original broadcasting tree that is used
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by the algorithm in the previous section.

The trees To,...,Tw_ I are also broadcasting trees, so by lemmas

4.1 and 4.2, each of them has 2i distinct nodes.

w-1

The number of nodes in the Ti trees = E N(Ti)
iSI

w-1

,- E 2i = 2w 1 nodes
i:)

Lemma 4.4 tells us that this is equal to the number of isolated

nodes; thus our algorithm delivers the message to all the otherwise

isolated nodes.

The work in this chapter has been accepted for publication [8].
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Chapter 5

Efficient Fault Tolerant Broadcasting Algorithm for the

Cube-Connected Cycles Network

5.1. Introduction

There are algorithms whose data exchange pattern corresponds

to the links of the binary multidimensional cube, such as the discrete

Fourier transform [1], sorting [2,3], etc. Unfortunately, the cube [4,5]

is not readily usable for VLSI design since each processor in a

k-dimensional cube is connected to k other processors [6,7].

Preparata and Vuillemin, [8] proposed a new interconnection

network called cube-connected cycles, which overcomes this problem

by limiting the degree of each node to 3 or less.

The cube-connected cycles is a network of identical processors,

each having three interconnection ports F,B,L (for forward, backward,

and lateral). For clarity, we assume that the number of processors n

= 2k, arranged in 2k-r rings of size 2r each, at the corners of a (k-r)

cube. Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 give examples of how the nodes are connected.
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Each processor has an address that can be expressed as a pair

(1,p) of integers, where I refers to the address of the ring to which

the processor belongs and p refers to the address of the processor

within the ring. The interconnection among processors in the

cube-connected cycles is given as follows:

F(I,p) is connected to B(I, (p+1) mod 2r)

B(I,p) is connected to F(I, (p-1) mod 2r)

L(I,p) is connected to L(I + E2P, p)

where E = 1 2bitP(I). bitP(I) means the pth bit of I.
'

001

0 1 1

101 1 00

1 1 1 1 1 0

Fig. 5.1. A CCC network with k = 5, r = 2 and h = 2.

000

010



001

0 1 1

1 0 1 100

1 1 1 1 1 0

Fig. 5.2. A CCC network with k = 5, r = 2 and h =3.
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000

010

As r gets larger, the number of processors in the ring will

increase, thus decreasing the number of rings. As a result, r should

be chosen such that it satisfies the equality (r -1) + 2r-15 k r + 2r.

The first equality retains cube performance, and the second assures

that enough processors are on each ring [9].

In general, rings of the cube-connected cycles network may

have any number of processors h, numbered 0 through h-1, where

k-r 5_ h 2r. In this case, the nodes numbered k-r through 2r will
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have only two connections (F,B), and thus there is no cube link. As a

result, it is common to characterize a cube-connected cycles network

by a third parameter, h. To provide an intuitive appreciation of the

structure and the connection, an example for a cube-connected cycles

network with k = 5, r = 2 is shown for h = 2 in Fig. 5.1, and for h = 3

in Fig. 5.2.

The operation of the cube-connected cycles network is based

on the combination of pipelining and parallelism, which leads to the

following results:

1. The number of connections per processor is reduced to three.

2.Processing time is not significantly increased with respect to that

achievable on the cube-connected network.

3.The overall structure complies with the basic requirements of the

VLSI technology: modularity, ease of layout, simplicity of

communication among processors, simplicity in timing and control

of the entire system .

These properties make the cube-connected cycles network an

attractive alternative to the n-cube.
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Broadcasting is an important means of communication among

processors by which a processor can pass data or control to all other

processors in the network nonredundantly. This operation is

extremely important for diagnosis of the network, distributed

agreement or clock synchronization. Sullivan and Bashkow have

devised an algorithm for broadcasting in a hypercube [10]. In

chapter 4, we have developed an algorithm for broadcasting in the

hypercube in the presence of some faulty processors [11]. In this

chapter we present and analyze an efficient broadcasting algorithm

for the cube-connected cycles network that will enable any processor

to send a message to all other processors nonredundantly, meaning

that each broadcast message is sent to every processor exactly once.

Then we extend the result in chapter 4 and develop a broadcasting

algorithm that tolerates the existence of some faulty cycles.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2,

we introduce some notations that are used in the next sections. In

Section 5.3, we develop a very simple yet efficient broadcasting

algorithm for the cube-connected cycles. We present a fault tolerant

broadcasting algorithm that works in the presence of some faulty

cycles in Section 5.4.
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5.2. Notations

In this chapter the functions Send_on_F (a,b,message) and

Send_on_B (a,b,message) mean send the message with a paired

weight of (a,b) on the forward link and backward link respectively.

Note that both of these are ring links.

Example 5.1:

When a processor whose address is (0,1) executes the function

Send_on_F (1,2,message), the message will be sent via the forward

link to the processor (0,2) with the paired weight (1,2). However, the

function call Send_on_B (1,2,message), will cause the message to be

sent via the backward link to the processor (0,0) with the paired

weight (1,2).

Also, the function Send_on_L (message) is defined to mean

send the message via the cube link to the other dimension.

Example 5.2 :

The processor with address (0,1) can send the message to the
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processor (2,1) by using the call Send_on_L (message). Note that

these are in two different dimensions, but they are connected.

Occasionally, we refer to the lateral link as the cube link. We

also use ED for the xor operation.

Definition 5.1:

The first value of the paired weight is called the ring counter,

and the second is called the weight.

5.3. Broadcasting in the Cube-Connected Cycles Network

A processor with address (a,b) can broadcast a message to all

other processors in the network by sending it on the cube link (if
any), then passing it to both neighbors on the ring. A message passed

via a ring connection, forward or backward, will be sent along with a

ring counter, to assure nonredundancy within the ring, and a weight

to control the message passing afterwards. We call both of these
combined a "paired weight." The steps needed by the source

processor to broadcast are shown in Fig. 5.3.
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If (b S k-r-1) then

Send_On_L(message)

Send_On_B(1,(2r-1), message)

Send_On_F(1,(2r-1), message)

Fig. 5.3. The steps used by the source processor.

Whenever a processor with address (a,b) receive a message, it

will extract it and process it locally first.

If the message is received via a cube link, it is expected

without any control information, i.e. without paired weight; it will be

passed to both neighbors on the ring with a new ring counter, 1, and

a new weight, b, i.e. a paired weight (1,b).

However, a message received via a ring link, forward or

backward, should come with a ring counter and a weight with it and

will be handled as follows:

a. Received via a forward link:

1. If the weight is greater than its ring address, b, then the message

will be sent via the cube link.
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2. If the ring counter is less than 1h/21 -1, then it will increase the

counter by one and send the message along with the new counter

and the weight to node (a, (b-1) mod (h+1)) via the backward port.

b. Received via a backward link:

1.If the weight is greater than its ring address, b, then the message

will be sent via the cube link.

2.If the ring counter is less than L h/2 j then it will increase the

ring counter by one. Then it will send the message along with the

new ring counter and the same weight to node (a, (b+1) mod (h+1))

via the forward port.

These steps are given in Fig. 5.4.



Assume this processor's address is [a,b]

Extract a message and process locally

If (message received via cube link)

then begin

Send_On_B(1,b, message)

Send_On_F(1,b, message)

end

else begin

If (b < weight) then

Send_On_L(message)

If (message is received via the forward link)

then begin

If (ring_counter < rh/21-1) then

Send_On_B(ring_counter + 1, weight, message)

end

end

else begin ( received via backward }

If (ring_counter < Lh/2J ) then

Send_On_F(ring_counter +1, weight, message)

end

Fig. 5.4. The steps used by other processors

105
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Example 5.3:

In a cube-connected cycles network with k = 5, r = 2 and h = 2,

when the node (011,01) broadcasts a message to all other processors

using this algorithm, the message will follow the path shown in Fig.

5.5.

Source

1 0 i l Ii oF 1001 11 01

T(1,3) T (1,1)
loll loll- - - - -31001 loll

1(1,3) 1(1,1)
1 0 ii 10 01- 1001 1 o o 1-

101 0 loll

T (1 ,0)

0101001

1(1,0)
km 0 li 01

(a,b)

c 1 r

Ring link
Cube link

Ja is ring counter
b is weight

{c is cube address
r is ring address

11 00 loll

T(1,0)
e1100 1001

1(1, 0)
11 00 11 01

Fig. 5.5. Broadcasting in a CCC with k=5, r=2 and h=2.
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Example 5.4:

In the case of a full cube-connected cycles network with k = 5,

r = 2 and h = 3. i.e. each ring has 4 processors numbered 0,1,2 and 3.

The flow of the broadcasted message originated from node (011,01)

to all other processors in the network is shown in Fig. 5.6.

1011111H

1(2,3)
101 1 1101

T(1,3)
Source 1011 1011

1(1,3)
101 1 tool

1 1 1 0 11 01

T(1,0)

11 1 0 1011

T(2,0)
1 0 1001

1(3,0)
11 1 0 11 11-I

101 0 11 01

T(2,0)
1010 1011

T(1,0)
X1010 tool

1.(1,0)
1010

10001101

T(2,0)
1000 toil

T(1,0)
-'1000 tool

1(1,0)
10001111-1

1
(a,b)

C Jr

Ring link
Cube link
No cube connection

Ja is ring counter
b is weight

f c is cube address
r is ring address

11001101

1(2,0)
11 001011

T(1,0)
41001001

1(1,0)
1100iiik

Fig. 5.6. Broadcasting in a CCC with k=5, r=2 and h=3
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We distinguish between two kinds of messages: messages that

travel over the cube link as (body) and those that travel over the

ring link as (ring_counter, weight, body). The algorithm consists of

two parts, one carried by the source processor and the other carried

by the receiver processor.

The first part is shown in Fig. 5.3. and works as follows:

The source processor will check if it has a cube link, i.e. if (b

k-r-1) is true; if it does, it will send the message to the other

dimension via that link. Then it will send the message, with a ring

counter of 1 and a weight of 2r-1, to both neighbors in the ring via

the forward and backward ports.

The second part is shown in Fig. 5.4. and works as follows:

A message received via the cube link, lateral link, is of the
form (message) and will be sent to both neighbors on the ring, via

the forward and backward ports, as (1, b, message).

A message received via the forward or backward link is of the

form (ring_counter, weight, message). It will be sent over the cube

link if the weight is greater than the ring address of the processor, b.

If received via the forward link and the ring counter is less than

1 h/21 -1, it will be sent via the backward link as (ring_counter + 1,
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weight, message). However, if received via the backward link and

the ring counter is less than L h/2 .1 , it will be sent via the forward

link as (ring_counter + 1, weight, message).

In our algorithm, ring messages are always sent and received

via the forward and backward ports. Each message will take 0(2r- 1)

to travel on the ring and will travel O(k -r) cube links. The running

time of the algorithm is 0(2r-1) + 0(k-r). But if r is chosen to be the

smallest integer such that the equality k 5.. r + 2r is satisfied, the

cube performance will be retained and the algorithm running time

will be 0(k-r), which is O(log(n)).

5.4. Broadcasting in the CCC with Some Faulty Cycles

In this section we develop an efficient broadcasting algorithm

for the cube-connected cycles networks in the presence of some

faulty cycles or rings. This algorithm is a modified version of the one

described for the cube-connected cycles network in the previous

section. We start with an example and then state the algorithm. In

this algorithm we will need to pass a paired weight of (a,b), where 'a'

is the ring counter and 'b' is the travel string, with each message

travelling within the ring. We also need to send a travel string with

each message travelling over a cube link. We assume that each cycle

keeps track of all faulty neighboring cycles in a string called mask.
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Thus, mask[i] =1 if and only if the cycle whose address differs from

the current cycle address in exactly the ith bit is faulty.

Example 5.5:

Consider cycle 0 in a cube-connected cycles network with k = 5,

r = 2 and h = 2. If cycle 1 is faulty and cycle 2 is not, then the mask

for cycle 0 would be 010.

We start with an example, then we get into the details of the

algorithm.

Faulty ring

1 on li 01H
T(1,111)

Source10111011----1

1(1,111)
1011100f-

mask = 100

lin 1001

I

lilt 1101

I

lin toil

1001 11 01-91

T(1,100
-°- 11001)011

1(1,1 01)

1001 tool 000

1101 tool 000

T(1,001)
1401 1101

j(1,001)
11 01 toil

10001011

1(1,000)
-41101001

1(1,000)
11011101

101 0 1011 111 01001

T(1,1 00) T(1,000)
1 00 1 . i

401 01001 Hilo 11 01
1(1,1 0 0) 1 ,(1,000)

101 0 1101-0go Ilion 1

11001011

T(1,000)
-41100 lc*

1,(1,000)
1i00 (101

(a,b)

. 1r

Connect to a faulty ring

Ring link

Cube link

Re-routing link

{a is ring counter
b is travel string

{c is cube address
r is ring address

Faulty ring

Fig. 5.7. Broadcasting in a faulty CCC with k=5, r=2 and h=3.
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Example 5.6:

Consider a cube-connected cycles network with k = 5, r = 2 and

h = 2. Assume that cycle 111 is faulty, and processor (011,01) wants

to broadcast to all other processors. The flow of the message and

control information is shown in Fig. 5.7. This will be clear from the

next algorithm.

Let us assume that a processor with address (a,b) wants to

broadcast a message to all other processors in the network. The

source processor will check if it has a cube link that connects to a

nonfaulty cycle, i.e. if [(b <_ k-r-1) and mask[b] = 0] is true; if so, it

will send the message to the other dimension via that cube link with

a travel string of ( ((2r+ 1 -1) mod 2b) 9 mask). Then it will send the

message with a ring counter of 1 and a travel string of 21.+1 -1 to both

neighbors in the ring via the forward and backward ports. These

steps are shown in Fig. 5.8.

{ Assume this processor's address is [a,b] }

If (b 5_ k-r-1) and (mask [b] = 0)

then Send_On_L(( ((2r+1-1) mod 2b) 9 mask), message)

Send_On_B(1,(21.+1-1), message)

Send_On_F(1,(21.+1-1), message)

Fig. 5.8. The steps used by the source processor.
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Whenever a processor with address (a,b) receives a message, it

will send it to the local processor and then will forward it to the

others using the steps shown in Fig. 5.9.

A message received via the cube link (lateral) is of the form

(travel_string, message) and will be sent to both neighbors on the

ring, via the forward and backward ports, as (1, travel_string,

message).

A message received via forward or backward link is of the

form (ring_counter, travel_string, message) and will be sent on the

cube link with a new travel_string of ((travel_string mod 2b)

mask), if the travel_string[b] =1 and mask[b] =0. If received via the

forward link and the ring counter is less than C h/21 -1, it will be

sent via the backward link as (ring_counter+ 1 , travel_string,

message). However, if received via the backward link and the ring

counter is less than L h/ 2 J , it will be sent via the forward link as

(ring_counter + 1, travel_string, message). .
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{ Assume this processor's address is [a,b] )

Extract a message and process locally.

If (message received via cube link)

then begin

Send_On_B(1, travel_string, message)

Send_On_F(1, travel_string, message)

end

else begin

If (travel_string [b] = 1) and (mask[b] = 0) then

Send_On_L (( (travel_string mod 213) ED mask), message)

If (message is received via the forward link) then

then begin

If (ring < 1h/21 1 ) then

Send_On_B(ring_counter + 1,travel_string,

message)

end

else begin { received via backward )

If (ring_counter < Lh /2J ) then

Send_On_F(ring_counter + 1, travel_string,

message)

end

end

Fig. 5.9. The steps used by other processors
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We are using two kinds of format for the messages: messages

that travel over the cube link as (travel_string, message) and those

that travel over the ring link as (ring_counter, travel_string,

message). The algorithm consists of two parts: one carried by the

source processor and the other carried by the receiver processor.

In this algorithm, the re-routing is done through many paths in

parallel to reduce the diameter. For example, in Fig. 5.6. the message

for all the descendants of ring 111 is being re-routed through rings

001 and 010 in parallel. In general, ring messages are always sent

and received via the forward and backward ports. It is clear that

each message will take 0(21.-1) to travel on the ring and will travel

O(k -r) cube links, thus the running time of this algorithm is 0(2r-1) +

0(k-r). But by choosing r to be the smallest integer to satisfy the

equality k r + 2r, the cube performance will be retained, and the

algorithm running time will be 0 (k-r), which is 0(log(n)).

The work and results in this chapter have been accepted for

publication in [12].
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Conclusion

6.1. Summary

1 1 7

In Chapter 2, we described two known static processor

allocation strategies in the n-cube multiprocessor, the buddy system

strategy in Section 2.3.1 and the gray code strategy in Section 2.3.2.

When searching for a subcube with 2k processors in a system with

2n processors, i.e. a Qk in a Qn; the buddy strategy will recognize

211-k subcubes and the gray code strategy will recognize 2114+1 of

these subcubes. In Section 2.3.3, we proposed a new strategy that

recognizes (n-k+1)2n-k subcubes and thus outperforms both of the

above strategies in cube recognition. We have shown that our

strategy is suitable for static as well as dynamic processor allocation

and that it results in less system fragmentation, more subcubes

recognition and higher fault tolerance. In Section 3.3.4, we then

introduced an extension to our strategy that enhances the

performance drastically, so that our algorithm, together with the

extension, will outperform the buddy system by a factor of

[k(n-k)+1] and the gray strategy by a factor of [k(n-k)+1]/2 in cube

recognition. A new implementation method that is far more efficient
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than the existing one is also developed in Section 2.4.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a modified cube-connected cycles

networks which has some cycles deleted from the complete

cube-connected cycles, called incomplete cube-connected cycles

networks. These incomplete cube-connected cycles networks can be

used to interconnect systems with any number of processors, thus

overcoming the severe restriction of the complete cube-connected

cycles networks. We presented some interesting features and

properties of these networks that sometimes enable us to add a few

cycles instead of duplicating the whole network. For this network, we

developed a very efficient routing algorithm in Section 3.3 and

broadcasting algorithm in Section 3.4. These algorithms are nearly as

simple as those of the cube-connected cycle networks. Finally, in

Section 3.5 , we showed how a very compact layout for these
networks can be achieved on a space that is far less than what is

needed for the complete cube-connected cycles networks.

In Chapter 4, we presented some interesting features and

properties of the hypercube and then we described Sullivan and

Bashkow's algorithm for broadcasting in the hypercube. Finally, we

developed a simple yet efficient algorithm for broadcasting in the

hypercube in the presence of some faulty processors.
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In Chapter 5, we developed a simple yet efficient algorithm for

broadcasting in the cube-connected cycles network. Another

broadcasting algorithm for the cube-connected cycles network with

faulty cycles is also developed.

6.2. Future Research

A few problems are generated from this thesis and are left

open. For future research, we have the following problems to explore:

From Chapter 2:

- We will try to develop some processor allocation strategies

for other interconnection networks.

We will even try to come up with a better allocation

strategy for the hypercube.

From Chapter 3:

There are many proposed interconnection networks that

suffer from many limitations; we will try to relieve them of

these limitations using the approach in Chapter 2 or
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different approaches.

From Chapters 4 and 5:

We feel these algorithms can be generalized to tolerate any

number of faulty processors or cycles provided that the

network stay connected. We will try to come up with more

improved fault tolerant broadcasting algorithms for the

hypercube and the cube-connected cycles networks.

- Developing fault tolerant broadcasting algorithms for other

kind of networks is also worth exploring.
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